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The eighth generation of the Ford F-Series is a line of pickup trucks and light- to medium-duty
commercial trucks produced by Ford from to While the cab and chassis was carried over to the
new model, the model was more streamlined, and maintenance items were made simpler. The
exterior was facelifted with new composite headlamps, a more aerodynamic front end, and
circular fenders. Inside, the interior was given a complete redesign. Rear antilock brakes were
now standard, the first pickup truck to boast this. For the first time, all models were produced
with straight-sided Styleside beds; the Flareside bed was discontinued except for a small
number of early models using leftover beds with new circular fenders. In Ford premiered the 9th
gen tail lights the white reverse light was decreased in size on the last year of the 8th
generation. For , a "Nite" trim package was introduced. The new-for F-Super Duty was
essentially a Class 4 truck built as a chassis cab, with an aftermarket bed specific to its future
use added after the truck was built. The F-Super Duty came with dual fuel tanks with a
dash-mounted toggle switch to switch between each tank, while using only a single fuel gauge.
It came with a PTO used to power attachments, such as winches or a dump bed, directly from
the transmission. All wheels were lug with dual wheels in the rear. The transmission was a
three-speed automatic, with the four-speed electronically controlled E4OD as an option
beginning in In a move to further update the F-Series engine lineup, the 4. A year later, Ford
became the first pickup truck manufacturer to sell a fully non-carbureted engine lineup as the 5.
For , the diesel V8 from International Navistar was enlarged to from to cubic inches 6. While the
dated 3-speed column-mounted manual transmission was discontinued, much of the rest of the
transmission lineup carried over from the trucks. For the F and light-duty F, the heavier-duty
Borg-Warner T18 4-speed manual remained available, while the Mazda-built M5OD 5-speed
manual was added to the model lineup for 4. Four-wheel-drive improvements included the
addition of automatic locking hubs for the F in Models with the 5. Based on its two-wheel-drive
twin I-beam suspension from , Ford mounted a Dana 44 or Dana 50 differential in the driver-side
front axle beam and transmitted torque to the passenger-side wheel with a U-jointed axleshaft.
TTB coil springs were still used on the F, while the four-wheel-drive F and F got leaf springs.
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Pro Comp carries a wide range of accessories to support your suspension system. From heavy
duty From heavy duty traction bars to high quality Belltech Lowering Coil Springs have been
engineered to provide the visual lowering you These shocks feature position sensitive damping
PSD and application engineered valving for improved ride and Quantity: 1 per Pack. Bilstein B8
shock absorbers are designed as a direct fit solution This top-grade product is specifically
designed to make your off-road trip a safer and more trouble-free ride. Fabricated using
heavy-duty The core of this new and innovative shock from Rancho is the unique and patented
rebound valving system and an advanced compression phase of the If you use your vehicle for
towing trailers or carrying heavy loads, these shocks are what you need as they are engineered
to Now is the time to find your definition of style and performance. Skyjacker suspension lift
kits have all the options built-in, whether you are looking for Max Tire Size: 32"x Driven by
genuine off-road enthusiasts, Pro Comp suspension products Quantity: Sold as a Kit. This is a
set of two hanger pieces and two shackles that combine to reposition the mounting points of
both rear Bilstein Series Shock Absorber are designed Normal Body. Steering Stabilizer is a
dampening shock for your steering system. It dampens out the harshness of the highway, Made

from high-quality materials for ultimate durability Manufactured to meet or exceed strict quality
requirements. Diamond cut multi-leaf springs provide additional clearance and improved ride
quality. Pro Comp products do not affect the factory OEM Oil-filled Street Performance shock
absorber. Upon installation, spacers mount below your spring to adjust ride height. Street
Performance shocks feature pre-set Pro Comp shocks are the number one choice when it
comes to high performance shocks for your light truck, Jeep or SUV. Each application
effectively reduces side-to-side body roll around turns, Designed to provide optimum
performance on lowered vehicles as well as lifted trucks with a higher center of gravity Reduces
side-to-side body roll around turns, enhances tire grip, and optimizes stability at higher speeds.
This is a set of two adjustable secondary air helper springs designed to add up to 2, pounds of
leveling capacity for vehicles with Set of two air bag spring supports designed to work with
factory OEM leaf springs Both helper air springs add up to pounds of leveling capacity per axle.
Stop vibration before it gets to you with a Monroe steering stabilizer. It will reduce steering
shimmy and driver fatigue as well as reduce wear Offers superior comfort and extra control
when operating conditions get more demanding Stops vibration before it gets to the driver. RS
XL 9-position adjustable series delivers nine levels of performance to on- and off-road car
recognized as the first 9-position manually Max Tire Size: 32". Performance Accessories
Body-Lifts allow to run larger tires, but without affecting the factory Max Tire Size: 33". The ES
steering stabilizer is specifically engineered to improve handling characteristics and to reduce
wheel vibration, which leads to Improve the performance of your vehicle For precise and
smooth steering. The ES steering stabilizer is specifically engineered to improve handling
characteristics and to reduce wheel vibration, which leads to suspension component fatigue
and It dampens out the harshness of the highway, the Is the ultimate shock absorber for light
trucks, Jeeps and SUVs. This single tube design Belltech designed the Nitro Drop 2 shock line
to provide the Truck and SUV market with a unique blend of shock tuning. This new setup
concentrates Skyjacker suspension Now is the time to find your definition of Now is the time to
find your definition of style and performance Shocks are recommended for full-size vehicles
and moderate to extreme off-road applications Suspensions offers you a high quality shock
absorber with true velocity sensitive valving Rancho Steering Stabilizers are ideal for Want to
take your ride to the next level in performance and comfort? Then, look no further than these
premium-grade suspension parts. Expertly crafted from the finest materials Manufactured from
superior materials for dependability and value Tough-as-nails construction built to last for many
years to come. These NX2 shocks give high-end performance at an affordable price. They use a
pressurized nitrogen charged twin-tube design with stage Want to take your truck or SUV to a
whole new level? Then superior Tuff Country products are for you. Manufactured from MaxTrac
Suspension Twin-tube Shocks were designed as an Tuff Country coil springs replace existing
lifted coil spring spacers or coil springs. They give a smooth ride These coils are ideal when
ride quality is your peak concern. These new coils are engineered to maintain the Tough
conditions demand tough truck shocks. This product is made of high - quality materials to serve
you for years to come. Designed using state of the art Hydraulic stablizer cylinders with a
brushed stainless appearance and a top clear coat Durable metallic silver finish. It dampens out
the harshness of the Next The springs on your vehicle are an integr
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al part of its suspension system. Not only do springs keep all four corners suspended at a
pre-determined, level ride height, We had a lot of fun completing the install yes, we get paid to
Deep ruts with Twenty years after the first Jeep Wrangler model debuted in , third-generation
Wranglers were introduced for the model year. Unlike any previous Wranglers or When first
glancing through the Performance Coilover Kits section of our website, you may be put off by
some of the prices you see. After all, what are you buying Has this happened to you? You catch
a glimpse of a truck like yours in a parking lot or around town that, for some reason, you like
better than your own. It seems to If you are using your "daily driver" car or truck for occasional
towing duty, you are looking for that ideal sweet spot where the weekday commute is
comfortable and The system maximizes the friction between the Doesn't come with every thing
in the picture, just half. The rest is extra cost. Popular Searches.

